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ABSTRACT: It remains the designer's main task to incorporate in the designed object such 
parameters which will be in harmony with the requirements of its practical application and which will 
take into account its mass, shape, geometry, and possibly of its some dynam ic properties. The main 
aim usually is material saving and finding the best solution� not only in terms ofthe machine 
operation in the production process, but also in terms of an adequate material utilization and in termš 
of a suitable shape of the designed structure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Stricter requirements placed at present on saving ofmaterials, long service life, reliable and safe 
operation of mechanical equipment cal! for new approaches in putting various technical ideas into 
practice. It is possible, with the use of suitable computing systems, to produce a fast and efficient 
study ofthe parameters which in a greater or a lesser extent influence the static or dynamic 
characteristics of a machine. 
I.I General formulation oítbe optimization problem
In the first pli.ase is necessary to create correct physical machine model (static or dynamic). Second
phase requires investigation model description by the proper mathematic means, it is creation of the 
mathematic model (equations system, couplings conditions, etc.) The third and often most difficult 
phase of optima! construction designing is mathematic formulation of the optimization problem. This 
we can formulate like extreme research (minimum) ofthe objective function: 
z= F({x}), (I) 
by additional (limiting) conditions which are given by irregularities which determinate admissible 
area: 
G/{x})� {o} (2) r 
where {X}= [X1 ,X2 .: . .xn f is vector of designing (design) variables. Equations (I) and (2) contains 
general noo-linear functions of designing parameters {X}. They belong to problems of mathematic 
programming, often non-linear. For research of global minimum we use Kuhn-Tucker obligatory 
conditions, which we can specify: 
m I 
VF({x})+ :�::> i . VG j({x})+ IAm+k -VH k ({X})= {o} 
j=l k=l 
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